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The Industry Goes Public at Georgia Tech 
November 22 & 23 2019       Student Center Ballroom

Hemp Leaders Bring New Standards for Statewide Development 
States like Georgia and Wisconsin are at a crossroads when it comes to hemp. States are in need of trusted 
industry expertise to support rural development. This event at a world-class research university is the first to 
address the challenges and opportunities from all angles. 

A World Class Venue for Science, Engineering, Industry Planning, Economics    
For all the opportunity that this plant represents, it’s shocking the level of misinformation and ignorance 
about hemp among the public, media, business, government agencies and even lawmakers. A Plant for the 
Planet will break new ground based on sound principles. 

Outsized Demand from Public & Private Stakeholders  
The biggest risk for the industry today is  the gap between public decision makers, private investors and 
industry insiders. A great time to brainstorm! 

Wisconsin Case Study  
Wisconsin is typical of states that are grappling with the cannabis plant. With a slumping dairy industry, and 
two years into legal hemp, the opportunities for hemp industry expansion are enticing. Only a generation 
ago, the state was #2 in the nation for hemp production.Who’s Coming?

This is a ticketed VIP event, limited to 500 
people. We are inviting a diverse group of 
leaders in finance, engineering, agriculture, 
corporate, education and public policy. 

CBD
Panel discussion with legacy cannabis 
grower, entrepreneur and PhD Chemist.  
The future of therapeutics.....

FIBER
Products & Applications; Rural 
Development; Workforce Development with 
Veterans & Young Farmers; Processing 
Infrastructure and Agriculture; Supply 
Chain And Logistics To Benefit Small Towns; 
Fair Trade For Growers.... 

ENVIRONMENT
New Validation of CO2 Absorption, Soil 
Remediation: Carbon Sequestration; A Big 
Leap for Organic Farming.... 

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Processing facilities for fiber and CBD.
Jobs....

www.integralrnd.com

LEGAL & REGULATORY
Navigating the uncertain legal and 
political hempscape...



Associate Director, Renewable Bioproducts Institute    25+ 
years of industry experience, with Scott Paper and Kimberly-Clark 
Corp., where he most recently served as senior research and 
engineering manager for the Kimberly-Clark Professional business 
sector. He has held positions in product development and innovation 
as well as in capital project management and manufacturing facility 
leadership. Chairman of the Board of the Technical Association of the 
Pulp & Paper Industry. Director of Industry Strategic Partnerships in 
the Georgia Tech Professional Education Division.     website

Where are the jobs? This is the 

unanswered question of hemp policy in the 

US. When it comes to hemp, the outlook 

is promising for farmers and product 

innovators. Education is key.  In Colonial 

times, hemp was grown for making tax 

payments. How can hemp reshape rural 

America in 2020?

There is no doubt that hemp will 

play a role in dealing with soil and water 

contamination, as well as removing 

atmospheric carbon. Then there’s plastics. 

Hemp can offset a renewable alternative to 

petroleum based resins. 

The ballroom holds 500 people and is 

next to a visitor parking deck. Attendees 

will represent a diverse cross section of 

agriculture, public policy, engineering and 

finance. 

Check back for details on tickets, 

accommodations and programming.

Associate Professor, School of Chemical & Biomolecular 
Engineering    Computer simulation of polymers and plant 
alkaloids. Noted standup comedian using humor to promote science 
education.                     website

“There is absolutely every reason to believe 

that pulp fiber from the hemp plant can 

be used to make acceptable and perhaps 

superior paper and nonwovens, and that we 

can produce many new materials from this 

ancient fiber.”

“Hemp produces biomass useful for both 

advanced materials, and cannabidiol for a 

variety of therapeutic applications. It makes 

economic sense to process both of these 

components in hemp.”
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Georgia Tech Hosts & Event Topics

FIBER Chris Luettgen PhD

Pete Ludovice PhD

ECONOMICS

ENVIRONMENT

Student Center Ballroom

CBD

OTHER DEPARTMENTS

website

website  

www.integralrnd.com

Georgia Tech is an ideal location to introduce hemp to the public. 
Few schools in the world match Tech for its scope of talent in 
materials science, industrial development, models of sustainability 
and public policy. 
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Steven Fance, Cultiv8   Mr. Fance is the CEO & CTO of Cultiv8 
Hemp Solutions, a company that partners with hemp farmers to make 
biodegradable packaging, biofuel, hempcrete, and protein powder in 14 
industrial hemp campuses.

He is a mathematician with over 15 years experience as a software 
architect building logistics and supply chain platforms for Fortune 500 
companies utilizing Blockchain Technology, Artificial Intelligence, and 
Internet of Things Sensors for commercial buildings and fleet vehicles.   

Adin Alai, 9Fiber    Adin Alai is the CEO and founder of 9Fiber, 
dedicated to processing waste derived from the combined cannabis 
industries into usable fibrous materials for 9 major markets. The 
patented technology was invented by Adin’s brother who turned 
over the concept to Adin to build into a business. His team has 
scaled 9Fiber’s technology, developed multiple end markets for 
9Fiber’s materials and won the two grants – Advanced Manufacturing 
Accelerator Grant and the NextCycle grant - through the state of 
Colorado. In just under three years, Adin has positioned 9Fiber as an 
innovator in waste diversion and recycling for the back end of the 
combined cannabis industries. 
 

Preston Whitfield, FlexMod   Mr. Whitfield’s cannabis career started 
in North Carolina where he decline of the tobacco industry put his 
family farm out of business. From this grew his life’s mission to legalize 
hemp & cannabis, to save our farmers, our people and our planet.  Since 
the 1990’s Preston has educated himself and others on the benefits 
of cannabis. His career led him to work with local, state and federal 
legislators and universities to educate on the viability of the hemp 
industry. In May of 2017 his family planted the first legal cannabis plant 
in NC since 1937 on their farm. He is Program Director for the NoCo 
Cannabis expo.

Industry Leaders

Trusted industry expertise is hard to find. We’ve selected a few of 
the real movers and shakers to include in our program. 
Their perspective will show that a new era is at hand. 

Zev Paiss, Abraham Paiss & Associates  Mr. Paiss is a 
former Marine Biologist based in Boulder, CO and was an early 
a leader of the hemp industry. For two years, Mr. Paiss created 
and served as the founding Executive Director of the National 
Hemp Association. Through his leadership, the organization 
became the leading industrial hemp association in the nation. He 
founded the Hemp Marketplace and Herb-a-lites and serves as a 
hemp consultant and broker to hemp businesses across the U.S. 
and internationally. He is a guest speaker at national and state 
conferences.

Paul Yanzer, MadTown Hemp Labs    Paul is a multi-talented 
chemical and mechanical engineer in Madison, WI. Using his 
own extractor designs, he produces a line of CBD product and 
represents a network of hemp entrepreneurs in the region who 
are surfing the wave, two years after hemp became legal in the 
state. A city like Madison is a great example for other cities to 
develop hemp business incubators.   

Nate Loughran, Emerald Elite Consulting   Nate Loughran 
is a Sonoma County native and has been successfully growing 
and cultivating marijuana plants since the late 90s. His wealth 
of knowledge and experience comes from 20 years of working 
in a wide variety of cannabis grow environments. Whether it’s 
indoors, outdoors, or light-assisted deprivation greenhouses. He 
his extensive knowledge of multiple growing methods. He has 
encyclopedic knowledge of CBD and terpene chemistry and sees 
many untapped opportunities for new products. 


